Abstract-Direct sequence spread spectrum systems require a local replica of the pseudonoise (PN) sequence to be synchronized with the received signal's spreading code. A method is proposed to improve the PN sequence acquisition time and decrease the acquisition time variability. The proposed method is based on a binary search algorithm. At each stage of the algorithm, an auxiliary signal is used to formulate a new search region within the PN sequence, and at each stage the search region is reduced by half. The region containing the incoming PN phase is therefore obtained within (log 2 ( + 1)) steps. A closed loop coherent PN acquisition algorithm presented in [11] motivated the use of the auxiliary signal, and the algorithm in [11] is also used for comparison. Results indicate the algorithm presented in this paper can achieve a factor of two to three times improvement in the mean acquisition time with a significant decrease in the acquisition time variability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I
N DIRECT sequence spread spectrum (DS/SS), successful message recovery requires a local replica of the pseudonoise (PN) sequence to be synchronized with the received signal's spreading code. PN synchronization is usually achieved in two stages: PN acquisition and PN tracking. PN acquisition involves coarsely aligning the local replica generated at the receiver with that of the incoming signal. The acquisition stage typically requires alignment to within half a chip period. Once PN acquisition is achieved, PN tracking is established and maintained, using a phase locked loop (PLL). If the PN tracking is initiated prior to achieving phase alignment within the lock-in region of the PLL, then code synchronization fails and PN acquisition has to begin anew. Therefore, the time required for the acquisition stage to reliably align the PN sequence to within the PLL lock-in region dictates the PN code synchronization time. The expected code synchronization time and the corresponding variability in code synchronization are used in determining the overhead requirements in initiating a DS/SS data transmission. Reducing this overhead, by providing faster and more reliable synchronization, could enable additional applications for DS/SS. A base band representation of the received DS/SS signal with coherent carrier demodulation is given by [11] (1) where is the average power of the received signal, is the unknown code phase to be estimated by the PN acquisition stage, and is a zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) signal with autocorrelation function . The formulation of in (1) is based on there being no data modulation during the PN acquisition stage. Therefore, the signal is the PN code waveform (2) where is a unit amplitude rectangular pulse train and is the th chip of the PN code. The PN code is periodic with period , such that . Various PN acquisition methods have been proposed and analyzed in the literature [1] - [4] . A basic method is the serial dwell search where a "sliding" correlator sequentially shifts the phase of the locally generated PN waveform until a threshold test detects alignment. The threshold test is based on the autocorrelation property of the periodic PN waveform .
(3)
The locally generated PN waveform is correlated with for a fixed dwell time, with . By varying the detection threshold with respect to a given , acquisition performance is effected, i.e., the probability of detection, probability of false alarm, and the time to acquire PN phase synchronization. The performance of the serial dwell search synchronization has been studied extensively [5] - [7] . Variations on the "sliding" correlator have been proposed in order to improve average acquisition time [8] - [10] . These often involve parallel structures of the sliding correlator, trading off implementation complexity for improved acquisition time.
In [11] , a coherent PN sequence synchronization method was presented based on using an auxiliary sequence. The innovation in the approach centers on the use of an auxiliary sequence to estimate the phase update direction that minimizes where is the code phase estimate at the th iteration. Based on the results presented in [11] , the acquisition method performed at least twice as fast as the conventional serial dwell search method.
In this paper, a coherent PN sequence synchronization method is proposed based on a binary search algorithm. The proposed method uses the binary search algorithm in order to estimate the desired code phase as presented in Section II. Details of the proposed PN acquisition algorithm are presented in Section III. In Section IV, the mean acquisition time and variance, under an AWGN channel model, are derived for the proposed algorithm. In Section V, the performance of the proposed method is examined and compared with the PN acquisition algorithm in [11] .
II. PN ACQUISITION BASED ON A BINARY SEARCH ALGORITHM
The proposed PN acquisition algorithm is based on a binary search algorithm. Binary search algorithms [12] , [13] are commonly used when searching ordered data sets. An interval within an ordered data set can be located by repetitively partitioning the data set into two sets: the subset containing the interval and the subset that does not. The partitioning is done in an efficient manner in order to minimize the number of iterations required to locate the interval. The same approach can be used in estimating the PN code phase to within the desired error tolerance . Fig. 1 illustrates the use of a binary search algorithm to estimate the PN code phase when the noise variance is zero, i.e., , . At the onset of the PN acquisition, the initial PN code phase estimate is with equilikelihood. As depicted in Fig. 1(a) , partitions into two equal subsets and where . In the proposed PN acquisition algorithm, the decision to select over is based on the directional derivative estimator (DDE). The DDE, , estimates the phase direction that minimizes where is the error in the current phase estimate, , at the th iteration. Therefore, can be used to partition into two equal and disjoint subsets about , , and where and . The derivation of the DDE is presented in Section III. As depicted in Fig. 1(a) , utilizing the set is selected to estimate . Using the concept of a binary search algorithm, the next code phase estimate, , is the bisector of the ordered subset . This halves the region of uncertainty, thereby maximizing the algorithms efficiency in reducing the number of iterations required to locate the interval . In a similar fashion, in Fig. 1(b) , is the bisector of where is used in selecting over . This process is then repeated, where is the bisector of the PN sequence contained in the interval defined by . The proposed method, referred to as the directional binary search (DBS) algorithm, will converge to in iterations in the absence of estimation error. In an AWGN channel, the DDE at the th iteration is a Gaussian random variable (RV) (4) where is a binary antipodal signal given is the average power in and is a zero mean Gaussian RV with variance . Note, the derivation of (4) is presented in Section III. Simplifying the notation, let , , and . Using Fig. 1 as a reference, indicates is the subset containing the half of the PN sequence clockwise from and likewise indicates is the subset containing the half of the PN sequence counterclockwise from , where in both cases, . In AWGN, at the th iteration, the DBS estimates based on the bisector of the set formed by . The sequence of sets is determined based on the sequence that maximizes the joint conditional probability density function (PDF)
, i.e., the maximum likelihood sequence estimator [14] . Since and are independent , then the joint conditional PDF can be expressed as (5) where is the conditional pdf of given , and based on (4) the conditional pdf is Gaussian distributed.
It is straightforward to show that maximizing (5) is equivalent to selecting that minimizes the vector norm, i.e., Euclidean distance [14] . To further reduce the hardware implementation complexity, the DBS algorithm was based on the norm. Hence, was the bisector of the interval where is based on the sequence given by (6) and is the norm.
III. DBS ALGORITHM FOR PN ACQUISITION
A block diagram of the DBS algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . The DBS is comprised of five principle subblocks: alignment detector, DDE, region update block, auxiliary signal generator, and the startup phase error (SPE) estimator. Code phase estimates, , are updated at intervals where is a positive nonzero integer. The alignment detector is used to determine code phase alignment based on the requirement . The alignment detection criterion is estimated by correlating with the local replica of the PN waveform phase shifted by . The correlation interval is and the correlation result is then threshold tested. If the threshold is exceeded, then PN tracking is initiated; otherwise, the next code phase estimate is tested.
The region update block implements the binary search algorithm presented in Section II. The code phase estimate is obtained based on the directional derivative estimates , obtained from the DDE block. At the th iteration, (6) is used to obtain , which in turn provides the PN code phase interval , from which is determined.
At startup, in order to improve the mean acquisition time, the region update block determines the initial code phase interval, , based on (7) where is the initial code phase estimate randomly chosen with equal probability from and is the magnitude of the initial phase error estimate based on the output of the SPE block at . Therefore, is the bisector of , and for the SPE block is switched off and the code phase estimates are obtained as indicated in the previous paragraph. Details concerning the auxiliary signal generator, DDE block, and SPE block are presented in Sections III-A and -III-C, respectively.
A. Auxiliary Signal Generator
The auxiliary signal was used by both the DDE and SPE blocks; see Fig. 2 . The signal is a periodic waveform with period and is defined as [11] (8) Fig. 3 . Periodic cross correlation function R () [11] .
The periodic cross correlation of and is [11] 
is plotted in Fig. 3 . The principle period of , is a triangular waveform centered at the point of zero phase error. Therefore, the slope of can be used to determine the direction of the phase error .
B. DDE Block
The DDE block provides a noisy estimate of and thereby provides the region update block with a noisy estimate of the phase error direction . The structure of the DDE is shown in Fig. 2 . The input signal is correlated with the difference of the early and late version of phase shifted by . The result of the correlation is (10) where
In (12), and . Equation (11) provides a first-order approximation of and a graph of is plotted in Fig. 4 for . From (12) , the noise term is a linear combination of a Gaussian random process with a deterministic function; therefore, is a Gaussian RV. Due to the symmetry in , is zero mean with variance [11] (13)
C. SPE Block
As indicated above, the SPE block provides an initial phase error estimate used by the region update block to determine . The approach used in implementing the SPE block was motivated by the work presented in [15] . The SPE block is shown in Fig. 2 . The signal is correlated with over the initial time interval (14) where
Based on (16) , is a zero-mean Gaussian RV with variance [11] (17)
As in [15] , in order to simplify the analysis, a linear function is used to operate on . The linear function is
where substituting (14) into (18) The noise term is a zero mean Gaussian RV with variance [11] (21) where is the ratio of the signal power in a chip to the noise power. 
Similarly, the error state can be estimated based on given where .
Then, based on (24) 
IV. DERIVATIONS FOR DBS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS STATISTICS
The reliability of the DBS algorithm is dependent on the reliably of the DDE estimate , as examined in Section IV-A. The phase error starting probabilities are required to determine the PN acquisition time statistics and are addressed next in Section IV-B. The derivations for the PN acquisition time mean and variance are derived for the DBS algorithm, in Section IV-C.
A. DDE Reliability
The reliability of the region update block to correctly determine is essential for achieving the PN acquisition performance presented in Section IV-B. Since is estimated based on , from (10)- (12) the probability of a correct DDE at state is (26) where is the Gaussian cumulative distribution function. Substituting (13) into (26) (27) For , the DDE probability is (28) From (27) and (28), the principle parameter in determining for a specific SNR is the number of symbols . In Table I , is shown for different SNR values when the and .
B. Starting States Probabilities
For the initial phase error estimation, the starting states are defined in (22) 
For
, and , the probability in (31) is (33) where is the lower bound of . Other terms for are derived in a similar fashion in [16] .
C. Acquisition Time Mean and Variance
The average acquisition time is computed using the system flow graph depicted in Fig. 6 . The system flow graph represents the behavior of the alignment detector with respect to changes in the phase alignment error states as in [5] , [6] , and [11] . As in the references, the DBS algorithm is assumed to operate without error, i.e., the binary search algorithm produces the correct phase estimations at each iteration. Therefore, the analysis focuses on the operation of the alignment detectors performance under this assumption. In Fig. 6 , state is the starting state, corresponding to . Based on the initial phase estimate produced by the SPE and DDE blocks, the initial error phase state is determined with corresponding probabilities from to . From states down to 1, the transition from state to state follows a decreasing path indicative of a decrease in error magnitude. At state 0, phase alignment is tested based on the threshold detector's probability of detection , which is the probability of declaring alignment when . A successful detection leads to the final state, state . If detection fails at state 0, then the algorithm loops back to state 1 as depicted in the figure. At state , the transition to state can follow one of two paths: a false alarm occurs or a false alarm does not occur. If a false alarm occurs with probability , then the phase estimate is forwarded to the PN tracking PLL. Since , the PLL fails to establish a track and PN acquisition is restarted. A false alarm at state , therefore, incurs an additional penalty time of for the system to recognize tracking failure and reinitiate acquisition. The factor is the penalty time constant. A derivation of and is the same as provided in [11] , and therefore is not repeated in this paper.
Using the flow graph reduction techniques [5] on the Markov chain depicted in Fig. 6 , the generating transfer function is (34) where is the transition transfer function between states.
Following the procedure in [5] , the average acquisition time is (35) where is the probability of going from state to state in steps. The variance of the acquisition time is
The DBS algorithm alignment detector's dwell time is based on the time required to produce a phase estimate update from the DDE block and therefore for typical and SNR values, and . Under these assumptions, , (35) can be estimated by (37) Next, under the additional assumption that the DBS algorithm always initiates PN acquisition in the starting state furthest from state 0, i.e., state with and , , then is (38) and using the same assumptions
The number of symbols required for the mean acquisition time based on (38) are shown in Table I . The mean acquisition times in Table I are based on assuming the starting state is always and that . An alternative approach is to only require and . Then, based on (27) and the starting state probabilities, , a bound on the PN acquisition time is approximated by (40) Fig. 7 . ACLC algorithm from [11] .
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS COMPARISON
In this section, the performance of the DBS algorithm is compared to that of the closed loop coherent (ACLC) PN acquisition algorithm presented in [11] . A brief overview of the ACLC algorithm is presented first, followed by the performance comparison.
A. Overview of ACLC Scheme
A block diagram of the ACLC algorithm [11] is shown in Fig. 7 . The VCC loop provides phase updates to the alignment detection block. The alignment detection block then tests the alignment between the phase code estimate and . The VCC loop block provides a phase estimate at intervals. The phase update rule is [11] (41) where is the update step size constant. The update command is the output of the averaging filter, [11] (42)
where (43) and is a zero-mean Gaussian RV
The impulse response of the VCC loop correlation filter is otherwise.
The reliability of the update command estimate is based on the selection of for a given SNR. The VCC loop phase updates are fed into the alignment detector at a rate of one per . The dwell time of the alignment detector is . The phase update step size is therefore bounded in order to prevent skipping over a code phase estimate being tested by the alignment detector. In [11] , the VCC update step size is bounded by (46) Equation (46) implies and, therefore, a phase change of less than a chip is obtained within the dwell period.
In [11] , the mean and variance for the acquisition time were derived using the same approach discussed in Section IV-C. The ACLC contains possible error states. The average acquisition time for the ACLC algorithm is [11] ( 47) where is a RV representing the number of over shoot states when alignment is not detected at state 0. The length of the VCC loop correlation filter influences the distribution of . In [11] , was approximated as (48) The variance of the acquisition time is [11] (49)
As is evident from (47) and (49), a tradeoff exists between , , and
. Smaller values of imply the time to test each phase offset within the PN sequence is reduced, but at the expense of lower and higher . Applying the same approximations used in obtaining (37), and , then the mean and variance of the ACLC acquisition time can be estimated by (50) (51)
B. Comparison of DBS Algorithm With the ACLC Algorithm
In this section, results are presented based on two methods for comparing the DBS and ACLC algorithms. The first method compares the analytical results obtained using the Markov analysis technique for evaluating the alignment detectors' performance. The second method compared results using Monte Carlo simulations.
For the ACLC algorithm, the acquisition time performance is based on the interrelationship between the parameters and the alignment detector threshold. These parameters set the and for a given SNR. The other factor influencing the reliability and performance of the ACLC is the length of the VCC loop correlation filter . For the DBS algorithm, the integration time has been increased by at least a factor of , leading to and for reasonable ranges of SNR and the alignment detector thresholds. Therefore, the principle factor in establishing the DBS algorithm reliability is choosing in order to ensure a sufficiently large . A comparison of the mean acquisition time for both systems was made based on the assumptions and . For the DBS algorithm, the starting state was assumed to be . Under these assumptions, the ratio was defined using (38) and (50) (52) to outperform the ACLC algorithm. For low SNR channels, the results are less clear. In a similar fashion, the acquisition time variance was evaluated under the same assumptions and using (53) Fig. 9 depicts a graph of for various values of . Since , the resulting performance depicted for is more dramatic then was indicated by in Fig. 8 . Figs. 10 and 11 show the results from Monte Carlo simulations comparing the performance of the ACLC and the DBS algorithms using the same performance ratios, and . For the ACLC algorithm a constant and was maintained, and , by adjusting the alignment detectors threshold. The VCC loop correlation filter length was set to , similar to the value used in [11] . For the DBS algorithm, the was set using . The PN sequence length was and SNR dB. The tests were conducted by randomly choosing the initial PN offset over the PN sequence and then, based on the algorithm simulation, record the PN alignment acquisition time. The results are based on 10 trials for each scenario tested. From both Figs. 10 and 11, the mean and variance of the DBS algorithm show a significant improvement over the ACLC algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSION
A novel method for coherent acquisition of PN sequence is proposed. The method incorporates a binary search algorithm based on using an auxiliary sequence to estimate the update direction at each iteration. The algorithm's performance is analyzed under a white Gaussian noise channel. An analytical expression is derived for both the mean and variance of the acquisition time based on the flow graph method. A comparison is made between the DBS algorithm and the ACLC algorithm [11] . Two approaches are used in comparing the two PN acquisition algorithms: acquisition time statistics based on system flow graph analysis and Monte Carlo simulations. Based on the analytical comparison, the DBS algorithm strength can be seen in its significant reduction in the variability of the PN sequence acquisition time. This result is also evident from the Monte Carlo results. In addition, based on the Monte Carlo results, the mean acquisition time is reduced by a factor of two to three times over the ACLC algorithm.
